There were only 55 Filipino films produced in 2004. While this is not necessarily good, it is also not necessarily bad. The reduced output enabled the widest patronage possible for at least two releases: Feng Shui from Star Cinema and the year’s runaway box-office champion Enteng Kabisote from Octoarts Films. The first is an exemplar of horror chic and the second, a fantasy adventure comedy grounded on popular narratives both of the vintage type and the updated variety attuned to the increasingly globalizing world. Needless to say, both very much succeeded as instant crowd-drawers of great magnitude, with Enteng Kabisote emerging as the highest-grossing Filipino film of all time, superseding the record set by Tanging Ina (Star Cinema) in 2003.

All genres were practically represented, with sex dramas leading the pack despite being banned from the biggest chain of cinemas in the land. There were 22 sex dramas, nine serious dramas, eight comedies, six horror pictures, four romance dramas, four fantasy adventures, one hard action and one youth flick. Of the sex dramas, three had the added element of crime. Similarly of the comedies, three were actually sex-oriented in addition to the usual slapstick, romantic and for-the-entire-family fare. All the fantasy adventures were basically comedies while among the serious dramas, two dwelt on World War II. Curiously, one horror flick, Forever My Love, a Halloween presentation from Regal Entertainment, had overtures of romance.

The year’s most active directors may be acknowledged as the new faces of the Philippine auteur, namely, Cesar Abella (also known as San Buenaventura) and Neal “Buboy” Tan. Abella was behind seven films while Tan had six. Joel Lamangan, with his five directorial forays, came third. Mac Alejandre and Joven Tan made three films each while Jeffrey Jeturian, Erik Matti, Maryo J. de los Reyes, Laurenti Dyogi, and Arturo San Agustin had two films each.
Twelve productions were attributed to the studio lot of Regal Entertainment including co-ventures (with Megavision, BASfilms) and titles from its subsidiary companies (MAQ, Good Harvest, Reality). Viva Entertainment experienced a sharp decline in production, with a measly four releases. Star Cinema, as the most profitable film company, had seven productions but surprisingly it was not the runner-up to Regal. The honor belonged to the Vincent-LUV-El Niño conglomerate of the Pascual production clan, serving as the country’s number one factory of sexcapades on the big screen. The Pascuals had a combined production of 10 titles. Its chief challenger in churning out skinflicks, the ATB-4-Taurus group of the Buenaseda family, produced seven films.

The busiest screen performers of the past year appeared in sex dramas, namely Maye Tongco and Mark Dionisio.

In this filmography, each entry contains in this order: 1) the title of the film; 2) genre, running time, MTRCB classification; 3) short synopsis; and 4) production data. Abbreviations for the latter are: P = Production Company, D = Director, ST = Story, OST = Original Story, SP = Screenplay, A = Actors, PD = Production Design, C = Cinematography, E = Editor, M = Music, S = Sound, TS = Theme Song, and OTS = Original Theme Song.
January

Bridal Shower

Sex Comedy/2.08/R-13

Three female friends working in one advertising firm contend with the foibles of sex, love, and marriage.

P: Seiko Films, Inc
D: Jeffrey Jeturian
ST/SP: Chris Martinez
A: Dina Bonnevie, Francine Prieto, Cherry Pie Picache, Christian Vasquez, Rodel Velayo, Alfred Vargas, Boots Anson-Roa, Gina Pareño, Juancho Valentin, Douglas Robinson
PD: Raymond Bajarias
C: Nap Jamir, Katrina Holigores
E: Tara Illenberger
M: Jesse Lucas
S: Leody Maralit

February

Milan

Romance Drama/2.08/PG-13

A devoted husband—traveling to Milan in search of the wife he lost contact with since she left for Italy to work as domestic helper—stumbles on another love.

P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions
D: Olivia M. Lamasan
ST: Raymond Lee
SP: Raymond Lee, Olivia Lamasan
A: Claudine Barretto, Piolo Pascual, Ryan Eigenmann
PD: Nuel Naval
C: Shayne Clemente
E: Marya Ignacio
M: Raul Mitra
S: Michael Idioma
U-BELT
Sex Drama/1.57/R-18
Hard-up college girls are prodded to enter the flesh trade.
P: Tri-Vision Films
D: Donn T. Remo
ST/SP: Jerry Gracio, Jobb Gosamo
A: Michelle Estevez, Danna Garcel, Ian de Leon, Maricar Fernandez, Aleck Bovic, Marcus Madrigal, Robin Robell, Rez Cortez, Bembol Roco
PD: Manny Santos
C: Jun Pereira
E: Jason Cahapay, Roselle Lorenzo
M: Rey Valera
S: Arri Trofeo

LANGIT MO, KALIGAYAHAN KO
Sex Drama/1.29/R-18
A cancer-stricken husband is compelled to give up his unsuspecting wife to his bitter chief rival for her heart.
P: Vincent Films
D: Vincent Niño
ST/SP: Dennis Evangelista
A: Aliya Mortel, Allen Dizon, Raja Montero, Francis Enriquez, Mark Dionisio
PD: Eric de la Cruz
C: Rico Enriquez
E: Tony Sy
M: Domingo Zafe
S: Joe Climaco

OTSO-OTSO
PAMELA-MELA WAN
Comedy/1.44/GP
Two best friends who are outcasts of their respective families are also the halves of a set of twin brothers separated at birth.
P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions
D: Jerry Lopez Sineneng
SP: Mel Mendoza del Rosario
A: Vhong Navarro, Bayani Agbayani, Michelle Bayle, Dexter Doria, Tessie Tomas, Pinky Marquez
C: Ricardo Trofeo
E: Marya Ignacio
M: Jesse Lasaten
S: Addis Tabong, Aurel Bilbao
TS: “Otso-otso” (Bayani Agbayani), “Pamela-mela Wan” (Vhong Navarro)

KARIBAL
Sex Drama/1.12/R-18
An army lieutenant gets two women pregnant and his choice to marry one over the other yields fatal consequences.
P: Vincent Films
D: San Buenaventura
ST/SP: San Buenaventura
A: Kat de Santos, Maye Tongco, Francis Enriquez, Mark Dionisio, Ryan Muñoz, Gio Babaran
April

**MASIKIP SA DIBUTIB (ANG TUNAY NA BUHAY NI BOOBITA ROSE)**
Comedy/1.43/PG-13
A diligent daughter works hard to be the breadwinner of a dysfunctional family.
P: Viva Entertainment
D: Joyce Bernal
ST/SP: Mel Mendoza del Rosario
A: Ruffa Mae Quinto, Gina Pareño, Antonio Aquitania, Sunshine Dizon, Rudy Hatfield, John Lapus, Tita Swarding
PD: Gino Marasigan, Angel Diesta
C: Neil Daza
E: Renato de Leon
M: Chuckie Dreyfuss, Jun Regalado
S: Ramon Reyes, Angie Reyes

**CHECK INN**
Sex Drama/1:29 /R-18
A lowly motel receptionist is lured into giving up her qualms about sex for the dire need for money.
P: ATB-4
DIST/SP: Neil “Buboy” Tan
A: Kuhdet Honasan, Rose Valencia, John Apacible, Chris Daluz, Dexter Doria
PD: Cyrus Khan
C: Joel de Guzman
E: Nap Montebon
M: Willy Yusi
S: Raffy Baladjay

May

**I WILL SURVIVE**
Comedy/1.45/PG-13
Three females and a gay who have been friends way back in college are reunited during the fifth wedding of their glee club adviser. They are to find out how they need each other not merely to get by but more importantly in striving respectively to be good parents and spouses.
P: Regal Entertainment
D: Joel Lamangan
SP: Ricardo Lee
A: Maricel Soriano, Eric Quizon, Dina Bonnevie, Judy Ann Santos, Jay Manalo, Richard Gutierrez, Tonton Gutierrez, TJ Trinidad, Reggy Curly, Jay Aquitania, Plilia Corrales, Serena Dalrymple
PD: Edgar Martin Littaua
C: Rollie Manuel
E: Marya Ignacio
M: Von de Guzman

14

13

**ANIMAL AKA BUTAKAL — SUGAPA SA LAMAN**
Sex Drama/1.30/R-18
A gang of brats from wealthy and influential clans kidnaps, beats up, rapes, and takes for dead two sisters from a typical middle-class family in a provincial town with booming economy.
P: World Arts Cinema
D: Toto Natividad
ST/SP: Willy Laconsay
A: Pyar Mirasol, Via Veloso, John Regala, Gardo Versoza, Rommel Montano, Edgar Mande, Brando Legaspi, Caridad Sanchez, Marita Zobel
C: Ramon Marcelino
E: Toto Natividad
M: Von de Guzman
S: Florencio Ortega

**KIROT SA DIBUTIB**
Sex Drama/1.20/R
An island lass born out of wedlock is forced to sacrifice her honor to find her way out of the village and get to the city, where she hopes to look for the mother she has not seen since she was a baby.
P: Jallan Films
D: Jett C. Espiritu
ST/SP: Jallan Garcela  
A: Jeffrey Santos, Rey PJ Abellana, Raffy Anido, Marca Edralin, Halina Perez, Romy Diaz, Bobby Benitez  
PD: Delfinger, Empe Boys  
C: Arnold Alvaro  
E: Ever Ramos  
M: Allena Rius  
S: Alexander Rima

ALL MY LIFE  
Romance Drama/1.51/GP  
A man and a woman who are total opposites meet aboard a cruise. He is a carefree soul and she is a complete obsessive-compulsive.  
P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions  
D: Laurenti Dyogi  
SP: Mia Concio, Mel Mendoza del Rosario  
A: Aga Muhlach, Kristine Hermosa, Ricky Davao, Ces Quesada, Dimples Romana, Bernard Palanca, Angel Jacob  
PD: Nancy Arcega  
C: Martin Jimenez  
E: Marya Ignacio  
M: Raul Mitra

SINGLES  
Sex Comedy/1.36/R-13  
Despite disparities in social background and personality, two single females forge a friendship out of common desire for true love and lasting happiness.  
P: Regal Entertainment  
D: Mac C. Alejandre  
SP: Mel Mendoza del Rosario  
A: Ara Mina, Angel Locsin, Aubrey Miles, Jay Manalo, Oyoboy Sotto, Amy Austria, Carlo Maceda, Chris Cruz, Bearwin Melly, Angeli Gonzales  
PD: Sonny Maculada  
C: Romy Vitug  
E: Kelly Cruz  
M: Girdie Francisco  
S: Ramon Reyes, Ruffy Baladjay

SABEL  
Drama/1.35/PG-13  
A nun belonging to a congregation with the apostolate in a penitentiary is raped by an inmate. They end up as lovers the next time they meet but only until she disappears once more from his life.  
P: Regal Entertainment  
D: Joel C. Lamangan  
ST/SP: Ricky Lee  
PD: Edgar Martin Littaua  
C: Rolly Manuel  
E: Marya Ignacio  
M: Jesse Lucas  
S: Mon Reyes, Noel Bruan

KULIMLIM  
Horror/1.33/PG-13  
The aggrieved husband of a rape survivor is enraged when the judiciary acquits the three accused men believed to be practicing Satanists.
He decides to take the law into his hands and proceeds to summarily execute the criminals only to end up possessed by their evil spirits.

P: Viva Entertainment
D: Maryo J. de los Reyes
ST/SP: Roy Iglesias
A: Robin Padilla, Tanya Garcia, Jong Hilario, Ryan Eigenmann, Jeffrey Quizon, Ronalisa Cheng
PD: Gerry Santos
C: Odie Flores
E: Jesus Navarro
M: Lutgardo Labad
S: Nestor Mutia, Angie Reyes

**VOLTA**
Fantasy/1.35/GP
A dressmaker becomes a superhero with the powers of lightning. She has to foil her nemesis’ sinister plot as well as win the acceptance of the brother who despises her.

P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions
D: Wenn V. Deramas
SP: Mel Mendoza del Rosario, Artemio Abad, Jr.
A: Ai Ai delas Alas, Boy Abunda, Bobby Andrews, Deither Ocampo, Jean Garcia, Onemig Bondoc
PD: Danny Cristobas
C: Sherman Philip So
E: Vito Cajili
M: Jesse Lasaten
S: Addis Tabong, Aurel Bilbao

**NAGLALAYAG**
Drama/2.03/R-13
A trial judge — a widow about to reach menopause — is wooed by a lowly cab driver half her age who is impressed by the way she handles herself and her position with simplicity, humility, and confidence.

P: Angora Films
D: Maryo J. de los Reyes
ST/SP: Irma Dimaranan
A: Nora Aunor, Yul Servo, Aleck Bovick, Gino Antonio, Alberto de Esteban, Pen Medina, Irma Adlawan, Jaclyn Jose, Chanda Romero, Celia Rodriguez
PD: Randy Gamier
C: Odie Flores
E: Jesus Navarro
M: Lutgardo Labad
S: Nestor Mutia, Angie Reyes

**MANO MANO:**
**ARNIS THE LOST ART**
Action Drama/1.40/PG-13
An expert of indigenous form of martial arts called arnis gets entangled with a powerful drug syndicate for the death of the arnis man’s older brother in the police force.

P: Rocketts Productions
D: Ronn-Rick
A: Ronnie Ricketts, Gwen Garci, Leila Kuzma, Monsour del Rosario, Bruce Ricketts, Monsour Del Rosario, Tamera Marie Sziaro
PD: Lorie Castillo
C: Val Dauz
E: Francisco Vinarao
M: Noel Garcia

**ANAK KA NG TATAY MO**
Drama/1.51/PG-13
A teenage boy is torn between his secret dream to be a boxer and his adoptive father’s desire for him to be a baseball star. In spite of the rigid training for baseball set for him, he still believes that the real sport right for him is the very one his real father also wanted to engage in before ending up as the country’s most wanted druglord destined to have a violent death.

P: Magsaysay Films
D/ST: Edward Palmos
SP: Edward Palmos, Lica Cazaro, Rey Salac
A: Ram Revilla, Albert Martinez, Snooky Serna, Jean Garcia, Julio Diaz, Willy Miranda, Enrico Villa, Rey Salac, Rey “PJ” Abellana, Cloyd
Robinson, Romy Diaz, Rajem Revilla, Jesicca Pica
PD: Cyrus Khan
C: Isagani Sioson
E: Toto Natividad
M: Kiko Ortega
S: Albert Rima

July
KAINAN SA HIGHWAY
Sex Drama/1.20/R-18
A poor provincial lass who simply wants to help her family survive lands a job at a small restaurant by the highway that clandestinely operates as a brothel.
P: Vincent Films
D: San Buenaventura
A: Mark Dionisio, Ryan Muñoz, Nika Trinidad, Maye Tongco

28
BEAUTIFUL LIFE
Drama/1.50 /PG-13
Eight wives are brought together as they have lost loved ones in a terrorist bombing. The bereaved women belong to different social classes but they all need to come to terms with grief in some quite similar ways.
P: Regal Entertainment
D: Gil M. Portes
ST/SP: Adolf Alix, Senedy Que, Gil Portes
A: Ricky Davao, Gloria Romero, Dina Bonnevie, Amy Austria, Aubrey Miles, Maxene Magalona, Angel Aquino, Michelle Bayle, Reggie Curley, Iya Villana, Cristine Reyes, Raymond Bagatsing, Jeffrey Hidalgo, Marco Alcaraz, Dustin Reyes, Ernie Zarate, Pinky Amador, Gillette Sandico, Richard Quan, Jim Pefanco, Bill Russell, Bulala
PD: Sonny Maculada
C: Jun Aves
E: Kelly Cruz
M: Amel del Rosario
S: Ruffy Baladjay, Noel Bruan, Angie Reyes

14
LIBERATED 2
Sex Comedy/1.40/R-18
Four yuppie friends juggle sex games and adventures only to realize that what counts more than the liberation of the body is that of the heart.
P: Seiko Films
D: Mac C. Alejandre
SP: Ricardo Lee
A: Diana Zubiri, Francine Prieto, Christian Vasquez, Rodel Velayo, Winston Elizalde, Jaime Fabregas, Tuesday Vargas, Chanda Romero, Anita Linda, Dexter Doria
PD: Ronald Red
C: Romeo Vitug
E: Renewin Alanu
M: Francis Guevarra, Freddie Marquez
S: Arnold Reodica

21
PERLAS
Sex Drama/1.23/R-18
Two sisters — orphaned at a young age — are forced to fend for themselves. The elder is married and, along with her husband, supports the kid sister in her studies. Things are going smoothly until the latter gets a beau with not enough tact and ends up sexually assaulted by another man she least expects to be unworthy of trust.
P: LUV Films/Vincent Films
D: Cesar SB Abella
A: Kat de Santos, Via Veloso, Mark Dionisio, Ryan Muñoz

8
MAKAMUNDO
Sex Drama/1.40/R-18
An angry young woman shuns the profession of love by a lowly jeepney driver as she prefers to hook a man who could get her out of poverty.
P: White Zenia Productions
D: Baldo Marro
ST/SP: Buddy Palad
A: Czarina Polman, Rose Valencia, Joko Diaz, Gardo
NOW THAT I HAVE YOU
Romance Drama/1.43/GP

An uptight young accountant and a hopeless romantic career girl are both commuters boarding the same train on their way to work every single day. As romance blooms between the two, neither of them quickly realizes that each is the ideal partner for the other.

P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions
D: Laurenti M. Dyogi
ST/SP: Jose Javier Reyes
A: Bea Alonzo, John Lloyd Cruz, John Arcilla, Lui Valdez, Christopher Peralta, Jojit Lorenzo, Nikki Valdez, Jean Saburit
PD: Efren Vibar
C: Regiben Romana
E: Marya Ignacio
M: Bebet Casas

KARELASYON
Sex Drama/1.31/R-18

The burdens of a hardworking wife with a good-for-nothing husband are exacerbated by a household female helper with a scheme of her own.

P: ATB-4 Films
DST/SP: Neal “Buboy” Tan
A: Kuhdet Honasan, Dante Balboa, Paolo Rivero, Isabella Gomez, Karina Zobel
PD: Cyrus Khan
C: Joel de Guzman
E: Nap Montebon
M: Noel Garcia
S: Albert Rima

HAMOG (SA BUKANG LIWAYWAY)
Sex Drama/1.31/R-18

A spoiled rich girl grows up oblivious of her true background as the father she knows is not the man who sired her. Upon learning the truth, she defies her parents and stows away, only to be subjected to perils ladies her age are quite vulnerable to.

P: Vincent Films
D: Cesar SB Abella
A: Nika Madrid, Via Veloso, Francis Enriquez, Mark Dionisio, Rizza Rossini
FENG SHUI
Horror/1:48/PG-13
A working mother gets to possess an antique mirror supposed to drive bad luck away. Upon bringing it home, fortune comes into her life along with a string of deaths all linked to what turns out to be a cursed item.
P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions
D: Chito Roño
ST/SP: Chito Roño, Roy Iglesias
A: Kris Aquino, Lotlot de Leon, Jay Manalo, Ilonah Jean, Jenny Miller, Gerard Pizarra, John Vladimir Manalo, Julianne Gomez, Ernest Sto. Tomas
PD: Raymond Bajarias
C: Neil Daza
E: Carmina Cuya
S: Albert Michael Idioma

KRISANTA IBA KA
Sex Drama/1.33/R-18
A simple village girl who sells charcoal for a living is torn between two men. One is a rich brat while the other is a meek type of poor roots.
P: Vincent Films
D: San Buenaventura
A: Maye Tongco, John Apacible, Francis Enríquez, Mark Dionisio, Nika Madrid, Rizza Rossini
PD: Raymond Bajarias
C: Vito Cajili
E: Carmina Cuya
S: Albert Michael Idioma

ROOM SERVICE
Sex Drama/1:22/R-18
A college girl with only an aunt and a female cousin for a family is driven out of home and shacks up with her beau who secretly earns his keep as the boy toy of a moneymatron and by some other trysts on the side.
P: ATB-4 Films
DST/SP: Joven Tan
A: Ynez Veneracion, Nadine Schmidt, Russell Simon, Chanda Romero, Ma. Isabel Lopez, Paolo Rivera, Loren Novero
PD: Rene Clarido
C: Joel de Guzman
E: Nap Montebon, Danny Collado
M: Sherwin Castillo
S: Albert Rima

FOREVER MY LOVE
Horror Romance/1:29/G
A young man senselessly killed has to enlist the help of a precocious little girl to relay a message to his ladylove suffering from great grief.
P: Regal Entertainment, Good Harvest Productions
D: Joven Tan
ST/SP: Glenn Marcelo, Joven Tan
A: Oyoboy Sotto, Nadine Samonte, Cherry Pie Picache, Tonton Gutierrez, Allan Paule, Kristel Ann Foulgar, Jade Lopez, Paul Salas, Pinky Amador
PD: Rene Clarido
C: Romy Vitug
E: Jess Navarro
M: Acer Pastor
S: Ramon Reyes
BUKAS MAY UMAGA
Sex Drama/1:19/R-18
The hopes for a bright future of a vendor of cooked duck eggs are dashed when she was raped and the man who is the love of her life is falsely accused of the rapist’s eventual murder.
P: Vincent Films
D: San Buenaventura
A: Maye Tongco, Mark Dionisio, Riza Rossing

SAPLOT
Crime-Sex-Drama/1:26/R-18
The fashion community is hit by a series of murders that may be related to the grim incident some years back concerning the massacre of a top ramp model’s family.
P: Taurus Films
D/ST/SP: Neal “Buboy” Tan
A: Criselda Kristel, Cindy Cortez, Martha Daniels, Paolo Rivero, Lucas Leonardo, Mark Dionisio, Pedro Sacro, Anton Dizon
PD: Cyrus Khan
C: Ver Dauz
E: Nap Montebon
M: Willy Yusi
S: Joe Climaco

SANTA SANTITA
Drama/1:48/PG-13
The prodigal daughter of a religious woman who suddenly dies has to fill in her mother’s shoes to make a living. Things begin to confound as what for her is just a means of survival provides an occasion for unexplained miracles and a newfound power she would have a hard time to fathom.
P: Unitel Pictures
D: Laurice Guillen
ST: Jerry Gracio
SP: Jerry Gracio, Michiko Yamamoto, Johnny Delgado
A: Angelica Panganiban, Jericho Rosales, Hilda Koronel, Cherry Pie Picache, Pinky de Leon, Johnny Delgado
PD: Edgar Martin Littaua
C: Lee Mely
E: Efren Jarlego
M: Vincent de Jesus
S: Dennis Isungga

BCUZ OF U
Romance Drama/1:55/GP
An otherwise anachronistic beetle serves as the link to the separate tales of contemporary romance involving three couples unacquainted with each other.
P: Star Cinema/ABS-CBN Film Productions
D: John-D Lazatin, Mae Cruz, Cathy Garcia-Molina
ST/SP: Mel Mendoza-del Rosario
PD: Elfen Vibar
C: Neil Daza, Gus Cruz
E: Vito Cajili
M: Jesse Lucas
S: Lamberto Casas Jr., Aurel Claro Bilbao

MINSAN PA
Drama/2:32/PG-13
A tour guide who has been the breadwinner of his family since the father abandoned them for another woman deals with the day-to-day demands of his job and some more personal menace. As he meets a pretty pre-school teacher, he is smitten by her, unaware that whatever love he develops for her is bound to be unconsummated.
P: MLR Films
D: Jeffrey Jeturian
SP: Armando “Bing” Lao
A: Jomari Yllana, Ara Mina, Christian Vasquez, Tirso
December

PA-SIYAM
Horror/1:45/PG-13
The estranged grown-up children of a deranged matriarch come home as the latter dies. They need to bury not just their departed mother but a string of dark family secrets as well.
P: Reality Entertainment, Regal Entertainment
D: Erik Matti
SP: Dwight Gaston, Erik Matti
A: Roderick Paulate, Aubrey Miles, Maricar de Mesa, Yul Servo, Jimmy Fabregas, Cherry Pie Picache, Ermie Concepcion, Kristine Reyes, Crispin Medina, Dexter Doria, Ana Capri
C: JA Tadena
E: Jason Cahapay
M: Von de Guzman

SALAT SA LIGAYA
Sex Drama/1.16/R-18
A poor girl orphaned from childhood with an elder sister gives up selling peanuts for a living only to fall prey to white slavery.
P: LUV Films
D/ST: Arturo San Agustin
A: Yani Garcia, Raja Montero, Aisha Melendrez, Mark Dionisio, Michael Punzalan, Mike Perez, Dann de Dios, Kim Vasquez
PD: Eric dela Cruz
C: Junjun
E: Tony Sy
S: Albert Rima

PANAGHOY SA SUBA
Drama/2.09/PG-13
A boatman with a routine life and simple aspirations in a town by a river comes to bear emotional and physical struggles in the wake of Japanese occupation.
P: CM Films, Inc.
D/ST: Cesar Montano
SP: Cris Vertido
A: Cesar Montano, Juliana Palermo, Jackie Woo, Phil Anthony, Caridad Sanchez, Joel Torre, Daria Ramirez, Ronnie Lazaro, Suzette Ranillo, Rommel Montano, Dr. Warfe Engracia, Ramon Villanueva, Chelo Espina, Rebecca Lusterio, Reiven Bulado, Rowald Montano, Flora Gasser, Disi Alba
PD: Ron Henri Tan, Allan Leynes
C: Ely Cruz
E: Renato “Ning” de Leon
M: Nonong Buencamino
S: Angie Reyes, Nestor Mutia

MANO PO 3, MY LOVE
Drama/1:51/GP
An anti-crime crusader from a wealthy Chinese clan finds herself in a quandary of having to give up her fidelity to her husband of 25 years as well as her devotion to her grown-up
children as some twist of fate revives a past love.

P: MAQ Productions, Regal Entertainment
D: Joel C. Lamangan
ST: Lily Monteverde, Roselle Monteverde-Teo, Roy Iglesias, Joel Lamangan
SP: Roy Iglesias
A: Vilma Santos, Christopher de Leon, Jay Manalo, Eddie Garcia, Boots Anson Roa, Amy Austria, Cherry Pie Picache, Allan Paule, Karylle, Angel Locsin, Patrick Garcia, Dennis Trillo, Angelica Panganiban, John Prats, Carlo Aquino, Gardo Versoza, Sheryl Cruz
PD: Rodell Cruz
C: Rolly Manuel
E: Tara Illenberger
M: Jesse Lucas
S: Albert Michael Idioma

AISHITE IMASU 1941, MAHAL KITA
Period Romance Drama/1:47PG-13
As life in a rural village is disrupted by the arrival of invading forces during the Second World War, a guerilla fighter convinces to spy for the native rebels his wife's cross-dressing gay best friend who is compelled to be a mistress of a Japanese high-ranking officer.

P: Regal Entertainment, Basfilm Production
D: Joel C. Lamangan
SP: Ricky Lee
A: Judy Ann Santos, Raymart Santiago, Jay Manalo, Anita Linda, Jaclyn Jose, Angelu de Leon, Tony Mabesa, TJ Trinidad, Iya Villania, Marco Alcaraz, Yasmien Kurdi, Dennis Trillo
PD: Joey Luna
C: Rolly Manuel
E: Marya Ignacio
M: Von de Guzman
S: Ramon Reyes

SO... HAPPY TOGETHER
Drama-Comedy/1:45/ PG-13
A not-so-endearing faggot who works as a copywriter in an advertising firm and a loudmouthed independent woman with keen entrepreneurial sense end up as fast friends upon bumping into each other. Years go by with neither one knowing how long their unique romance would last notwithstanding its highs and lows.

P: Regal Entertainment
D: Joel C. Lamangan
ST: Joel C. Lamangan, Ricky Lee
SP: Ricky Lee
A: Kris Aquino, Eric Quizon, Gloria Diaz, Nova Villa, Tonton Gutierrez, Jennyllyn Mercado, Mark Herras, Yasmien Kurdi, Rainier Castillo, Jay-R, Cogie Domingo, Carlo Maceda, Paolo Paraiso, Richard Quan, Clint Pijuan, Jon Romano, Douglas Robinson
PD: Edgar Martin Littaua
C: Rolly Manuel
E: Marya Ignacio
M: Vincent de Jesus
S: Ramon Reyes

SPIRIT OF THE GLASS
Suspense-Horror/1:43/PG-13
A group of friends vacationing in an old house decides to play the occult game called Spirit of the Glass only to summon inadvertently the restless soul of a dead man who would wreak havoc and much tumult as he cries out for justice and retribution for a heinous crime perpetrated half a century ago.

P: Canary Films/Octoarts Films
D/ST/SP: Jose Javier Reyes
A: Rica Peralejo, Marvin Agustin, Dingdong Dantes, Alessandra de Rossi, Paolo Contis, Drew Arellano, Ciara Sotto, Ana Capri, Mark Gil, Jay Aquitania, Jake Cuenca
PD: Willy Urbino
ENTENG KABISOTE, OKAY KA FAIRY KO... THE LEGEND
Comedy Fantasy Adventure/1.54/PG
A mere mortal married to a lovely fairy must repel the forces of evil threatening his wife's fantasy land and carrying out plans to rule the world.
P: Octoarts Films, M-Zet Productions
D: Tony Y. Reyes
ST/SP: Isabel da Rossa, Tony Reyes
A: Vic Sotto, Kristine Hermosa, Giselle Toengi, Bing Loyzaga, Oyoboy Sotto, Jeffrey Quizon, Michael V., Aiza Seguerra, Nadine Samonte, January Isaac, Dick Israel, Ruby Rodriguez, Jose Manalo, Wally Bayola, Leila Kuzma
PD: Mitoy Sta. Ana
C: Ramoncito Redoble
E: Renewin Alano
M: Elmhir Samson
S: Addis Tabong

SIGAW
Suspense-Horror/1.50/PG-13
A young bachelor moves into a pad in a decrepit apartment building haunted by the ghosts of a battered wife, her jealous husband, and their innocent little daughter.
P: BAS Films/Megavision Films
D: Yam Laranas
ST: Yam Laranas, Roy Iglesias
SP: Roy Iglesias
A: Richard Gutierrez, Angel Locsin, Jomari Yllana, James Blanco, Izza Calzado, Janella "Ella" Denise Guvarra, Ronnie Lazaro
PD: Sanny Aranzamendes

LASTIKMAN, UNANG BANAT
Fantasy Adventure Comedy/2:00/GP
After a near-death experience, an archetypal underdog undergoes a transfiguration endowing him with superhuman powers of elasticity.
P: Viva Entertainment
D: Mac C. Alejandre
ST: Wally Ching
SP: RJ Nuevas
A: Sarah Geronimo, Mark Bautista, John Estrada, Danilo Barrios, Cherie Gil, Elizabeth Oropesa, Joel Torre, Mark Gil, Bearwin Meily, Tuesday Vargas, Mikel Campos, John Manalo
PD: Ronald Red
C: Regieben Romano
E: Kelly Cruz
M: Gerchie Francisco, Jesse Lucas
S: Arnold Reodica
OTS: Ogie Alcasid